Ladies and Gentlemen of Sigma Xi: I look upon it as a special honor to be invited to address you, not chief duty is to make new knowledge or to disseminate information. I would answer without reservation that the former is our primary objective, and that our capacity for disseminating knowledge generally increases with the amount we add. In the broad field of science experimentation has been the touchstone of discovery. It is the common approach to all fundamental problems, and the link which binds us in common enterprise. The rise of the experimental method, therefore, lends itself appropriately to discussion. Experimentation may be defined as a process by which questions are put to Nature in such a way that Nature can return a prompt and decisive reply. The art of the experimenter is thus twofold-he must select his questions and he must arrange things suitably for Nature to answer them. Rarely are these two faculties highly developed in one individual, and the great scientist is the man who commands and cultivates both. Many ask fruitless questions and spend years and fortunes attempting to have them answered. Others put questions pregnlant with meaning, but fail to arrange things suitably for the reply. At the risk of stressing the obvious I have mentioned these time-worn themes, for I feel that one should think upon them whenever devising an experiment.
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THE BEGINNINGS
Considered chronologically, experimentation began with primitive man, and the greatest of all human discoveries, the making of fire, though possibly stumbled on to by chance, led to experiments that had a far-reaching influence on the progress of human culture. In historical times certain biological experiments are known to have been carried out in Alexandria by Erasistratus and by Herophilus, and a few are described by Aristotle, but it is usual to state that Galen, the private physician of Marcus Aurelius, was the founder of the experimental method. Born at Pergamum in A.D. I3 I when the Roman Empire was at the zenith of its splendor, and the revival of Greek letters well in the ascendant, Galen travelled in many countries and gleaned in each one the rudiments of a wide and varied experience. Settling in Rome in I62 he quickly established himself, through art and cunning, as the foremost physician of the Empire. His curiosity was early aroused in natural functions. He studied in monkeys and pigs the effects of injuries to the brain and spinal cord, and in a remarkable piece of descriptive writing he tells us in the minutest detail the symptoms which follow complete transection of the spinal cord at various levels. He isolated the recurrent branch of the vagus nerve, which supplies the muscles of the larynx, finding that the voice disappeared when the nerve was tied with a ligature but that it slowly returned when the ligature was loosened. Galen studied every organ of the body including the heart, the lungs and the liver, and left the fullest account of many of his investigations. It is recorded that he dictated to twelve scribes whom he kept constantly at work over a period of many years, taking down his experiments. But with the death of Galen in A.D. 20I the curtain of experimental activity falls for nearly 1500 years. I have alluded to him briefly merely to show that he made a great contribution, but one cannot maintain that our own methods of scientific investigation are the outcome of a progressive development dating from that time. Galen influenced men's minds for many centuries, but not in the direction of experiment.
Between Galen's death and the beginning, of the seventeenth century scientific knowledge was acquired by the methods of natural philosophy and mathematics. Both were based upon the observations of everyday life, and little or nothing was put to the test of experiment. A few physicists, in isolated instances, had made such THE RlSE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD tests, but the general applicability of the method had not been appreciated. As Rosenberger has said, "an individual inventor might try to win from Nature her secrets through experiment, but a systematic questioning of Nature was not known" as a method of advancing science. Early in the sixteenth century Vesalius and Copernicus had been observing respectively the microcosm and the macrocosm, and their great works-Vesalius on the structure of the human body, and Copernicus on the arrangement of the universe--appeared in the memorable year I543. Intellectual activity of this order had not been witnessed since the days of Aristotle, and one might add that these two books represent the last of the really great achievements of the Aristotelian method in science. A new approach was needed and it was Galileo who paved the way. Toward the end of the sixteenth century he made a thermometer, studied the properties of lenses, and conducted his well-known experiment on falling bodies from the Tower of Pisa and the Duomo in Florence. Gilbert, the Englishman, was experimenting with loadstones. Galileo's pupil, Torricelli, disposed of the myth of Nature's horror vacui, and in so doing made the first barometer. These were the rays of sunlight in the great scientific dawn of the seventeenth century.
BACON
The first to lay hold of the importance of experiment as a means of advancing all branches of scientific knowledge was Francis Bacon, Lord Verulam. "Other men said the same in whispers, or in learned books written for a circle of select readers; Bacon cried it from the housetops, and invited all to partake. He cried aloud in a language so marvelous, so appealing, so full of pictures that every sentence carried the force of conviction." (Thomas Fowler, Bacon's Novum Organum, p. I26.) Bacon began in the Advancement of Learning (i6o5; see Fig. i ) by enunciating the general principles of the experimental method. "Of such observation," he says, "there will be hardly any proficiency. . . except there be some allowance. . . for experiment." And again, "All true and fruitful natural philosophy hath a double scale or ladder, ascendent and descendent, ascending from experiments to the invention of causes, and descending from causes to the invention of new experiments; therefore I judge it most requisite that these two parts be severally Thus Bacon appreciated that facts obtained from experiment would have little significance unless correlated, and that their proper interpretation was one of the chief aims of science. But Bacon's insight did not end here. He realized that the scientist would require protection, and that progress could be made only through cooperation and organization. A society must be formed which would have its own laboratories and scientific equipment with special facilities, such as caves for the study of subterraneal phenomena, high towers for meteorological observations, experimental stations for the study of fauna and flora, special rooms for the analysis of heat, sound, and the transmission of light,-equipment, in short, which has probably never been realized in any one institution. "Salomon's house" of the New Atlantis in which these things are set forth (Fig. 2) , is familiar to all students of English literature, and I need not dwell further upon its remarkable prescience. It appeared in I626 as an appendix to the Sylva Sylvarum, a few months after Bacon's death. The New Atlantis appears to have been written about I6I7, and its importance lies not in what it proved, but in suggesting and pointing the way to organized scientific endeavour.
The first to put Bacon's principles into practice was William Harvey, and in so doing he laid the foundation of modern physiology and of experimental medicine. As you well know, his lectures on the circulation were first delivered in I6I6, but his book was not published until i628, the year after the appearance of Bacon's New Atlantis. Harvey refers to Bacon many times, but in private conversation it appears that Harvey looked upon the great Chancellor as a man of thought rather than action, and he would probably have been displeased had he been told that he was putting Bacon's ideas into practice. Be this as it may, Bacon's influence on his contemporaries was Their work was intensely their own, and few were equipped to envisage its significance. The steady march of scientific progress, however, depends not so much upon individuals as upon groups who join hands with one another in the pursuit of a common purpose. Bacon realized this, but its acceptance by the Universities was singularly slow; in fact it was the conservatism of the Universities that created the great scientific societies of the seventeenth century.
It is generally stated that the Florentine Accademia del Cimento was the first organized scientific academy. It was founded in I657 and existed for ten years. Its name, i. e., the Academy of Experiment, was well chosen,-Galileo being the spiritual father of the group-and it numbered among its members Galileo's two most distinguished pupils, Torricelli and Viviani (I632-I717); but the society soon passed out of existence, and when it lapsed Italy's high position in science sank, for a time, to one of mediocrity.
Though not incorporated until I662, the Royal Society of London really took root as early as I645, quite independently of the contemporary Italian group, and it can now boast of 270 years of uninterrupted existence. Its early period is filled with stirring romance, and, as the Society occupies a unique position in the history of knowledge I would like now to describe its early history. It is significant that this body of young enthusiasts who in I645 met together from time to time in a London tavern to discuss 'experimental philosophy' did not appeal to the Universities for protection. They sought rather the inspiration of their own intercourse, and they referred to themselves as the " During these two formative years there was a burst of literature relating to the new scientific foundation. In I659 John Evelyn, the diarist, formulated in a letter to Boyle', his plan for the establishment of a scientific college, and as early as I66I he had referred in print to the group as the "Royal Society."** Abraham Cowley, the poet, in March of i66i published a little pamphlet entitled A Proposition for the Advancement of the Experimental Philosophy which he dedicated "To the honorable society for the advancement of experimental philosophy". More significant than these, however, was an edition of Bacon's New Atlantis published in September, i66o, with a sequel written by "R. H., Esquire, wherein is set forth a platform of monarchial government with a potent intermixture of divers rare inventions and wholesome customs, fit to be introduced into all kingdoms, states, and commonwealths."`This served to bring Bacon-s principles before their minds, and it is now generally conceded that Bacon was the chief inspirer of the founders."" Bacon's ideas concerning the personnel of a scientific college ( Esq. has become an extremely rare book, having only once been encountered in Book Auction Records during the last twenty years, and it is not in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. A rather badly cropped copy, however, is in the Sterling Memorial Library of Yafe University, and the title page in Fig. 3 was taken from this. Professor R. F. Jones of Washington University, St. Louis, has directed my attention to Edmund Freeman's discussion of the authorship of this edition of the New Atlantis published in the Modern Language Review, I924, XiX, pp. 291-300. **** Bacon has also influenced modern members; thus, writing in I923, C. S. Sherrington, then President of the Royal Society, remarked "Bacon had outlined what to many seemed a sort of prototype foreshadowing the Royal Society itself:
'a College,' his words run, [see Fig. 4 Lectures, had read a discourse on the flying of birds. This was followed by an active discussion of the means by which man might be enabled to fly.
Sir William Petty mentioned, that perhaps it might prove of use to consider, whether gunpowder, being of so great and quick a force, might not be slackened to give a slower motion, as in the mortar-piece the shell is much more slowly carried through the air than a bullet out of a musket.
Some said, that it would be of real use to contrive something for flying, if it were but to raise a man so high, as to fly over a wall, and the besiegers of a town to carry and bring back intelligence.
On the same page under February I 8 we read: "Mr. Isaac Newton, James Hoare, junior, Esq; were admitted." Momentous indeed was the day in which Isaac Newton was made a member! Some idea of the diversity of subjects considered may be gained from reading at random the notes of a given meeting. Thus on July 3, i66i:
Mr. Powle offered to the society to employ himself in the country about any thing, which they should direct him to.
He was desired to speak with Mr. Wren about the lunar globe, and the pictures of small insects by the microscope:
Mr. Croune to procure, against the next meeting, some fresh vipers; and the operator to provide fresh hazle-sticks. Mr. Evelyn presented his relation of graving and etching; and, after public thanks returned to him, was requested to transcribe it.
The experiment of compression of water was made by Dr. Goddard, the account of which he brought in, and was desired to proceed farther in it.
Dr. Wilkins and Dr. Goddard were desired to provide a glass fountain globe with a syringe from Greatericks.
It was ordered, that the amanuensis nip up bubbles till they almost sink, and try whether they will sink by compression of water in a glass-tube:
And that the experiment of two flat marbles be made at the next meeting. Dr. Wilkins produced a letter from Mr. Wren.
On the following week we read:
Mr. Croune produced the vipers, and the operator the fresh hazle-sticks, both ordered at the last meeting; with which the experiment was tried, but failed.
Mr. Croune and Mr. Vermuyden undertook to try the experiment of tormenting with the sympathetic powder; and the amanuensis was ordered to try the like with common vitriol.
A fountain-bottle was directed to be provided, without a pipe to the bottom, as also a syringe.
An account of the lord viscount Brouncker's experiments of the recoiling of guns was read by Mr. Rooke, and presented to the society. Upon which, public thanks were returned to his lordship, and he was desired to prosecute his experi-3IO THE RISE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 3"1 ments; and the account of them was ordered to be registered; which wasP accordingly done; and it was afterwards publi3hed by Dr. Sprat.
The amanuensis produced the nipped bubbles, according to order; and trial being made, they did not sink by compression of the water.
Mr. Rooke read his paper of observations of the eclipses of the satellites of Jupiter; for which thanks were returned to him, and he was requested to publish it. It was entered into the register-book, and printed by Dr. Sprat.
Mr. Boyle made his experiment of two flat marbles, and forty-two pounds was taken up by them.
Andrew Ellise, esq; was proposed as a candidate. The page reproduced in Figure 6 relates to their earliest election after receiving the charter from the King. The mention of St. Andrew's Day has carried us down to modern times, and we must return again to the deliberations of the Society in the seventeenth century.
One of the questions which was actively discussed by the early members was that of blood transfusion. In Figure 7 is tions that Wren made the remarkable figure of the base of the brain which shows so clearly the arterial circle. I have always suspected that it was Wren and not Willis who made the discovery of the circle, for the vessels that he drew had evidently been injected and the plate itself is very much clearer than Willis's description in the text.
Wren, as I have just said, was also responsible for directing interest to the possibility of blood transfusion. His experience with injections naturally had led him to consider the possibility of introducing substances into the blood-vessels of living animals. This he did sometime before I657, and Sprat records that "by this Operation divers Creatures were immediately purg'd, vomited, intoxicated, kill'd, or reviv'd, according to the quality of the Liquor injected: Hence arose many new Experiments, and chiefly that of Transfusing Blood, which the Society has prosecuted in sundry Instances, that will probably end in extraordinary Success." Actual transfusions were eventually carried out by Lower in i665. Several human beings were transfused in I667 without ill-effect, but fears were aroused when dogs which had been transfused were found subsequently to "piss blood". However, it was confidently believed by some that the senile could be rejuvenated, and conscientious objectors made more war-like by giving them a little fighting blood.
But to return to Wren; Sprat* describes many other of his activities during this early period. One finds sentences such as:
He has invented a very curious and exceeding speedy way of Etching. He has started several things towards the emendation of Water-works. He has made Instruments of Respiration, and for straining the breath froin fuliginous vapours, to try whether the same breath so purify'd will serve again.
He was the first Inventor of drawing Pictures by Micrdscopical Glasses. He has found out perpetual, at least long-liv'd Lamps, and Registers of Furnaces, and the like, for keeping a perpetual temper, in order to various uses; as hatching of Eggs, Insects, production of Plants, Chymical Praeparations, imitating Nature in producing Fossils and Minerals, keeping the motion of Watches equal, in order to Longitudes and Astronomical uses, and infinite other advantages.
Boyle, who also refers frequently to Wren, describes at great length in the Usefulness of Experimental Philosophy, i663, an operation devised by Wren for the removal of the spleen. It is a most creditable surgical procedure and it is interesting that to diminish *Sprat: Hist. Royal Soc., London, I667, pp. 3I6-17. suppuration he recommended dressing the wound with an aromatic oil which almost certainly possessed antiseptic properties.
Wren, while still in his early twenties, astonished the mathematicians of his time; he had the devastating faculty of solving without difficulty 'propositions' which had been abandoned by his seniors. In i 656 he solved a problem proposed to the Geometers of England by Pascal, and he was indecent enough to return to Pascal a problem over which the French savants spent four years without success. Isaac Barrow referred to Wren at this time (before he had turned his energies to architecture): "As one of whom it was doubtful whether he was most to be commended for the divine felicity of his genius or for the sweet humanity of his disposition-formerly, as a boy a prodigy, now, as a man a miracle, nay even something superhuman."
I need only add that he began to build the Sheldonian Theatre at Oxford, his first effort in architecture, in I663, when he was thirty-one (before the Sheldonian existed all University ceremonies took place in St. Mary's), and he completed his plans for St. Paul's Cathedral in I675. You will thus see why the present Warden of New College* lately astonished his audience by remarking that Wren was possibly the greatest Englishman after Shakespeare.
I cannot consider the other members of the Society in this detail. Boyle and Hooke were similarly versatile, and their careers are almost as remarkable as was Wren's. Evelyn and Pepys scarcely require comment. Some of the more obscure characters such as Power, Finch, Baines, Croone and Grew are also of unusual interest and will repay careful study.
The experimental philosophy seemed at first so new and strange that various of the members of the Society soon sought to justify their activities. Robert Boyle, in I663, wrote an elaborate work entitled The Usefulness of Experimental Philosophy in which he dwelt at considerable length upon the advantages of the experimental, as opposed to the metaphysical, approach to the universe. The book is filled with observations and reflections of the greatest interest, and in it Boyle reveals himself as a physiologist of high order. He had studied the respiratory mechanism, had carried out investigations on digestion, and innumerable experiments on chemistry. Sprat's History of the Royal Society, already mentioned, was * The Right Hon. Herbert A. L. Fisher. The Rhodes dinner, Nov. 8, I929. written largely for the purpose of justifyiing its activities. One of the most interesting books of this character was Joseph Glanvill's Plus Ultra, published in i668. (Fig. 8) 
CONCLUSION
A consideration of the past is of little value unless it serves to guide us in studying the problems of the future, and in closing I would like to say a few words about the present trends in science.
We have seen that the scientific revolution of the seventeenth century came about when men looked up from their classical texts to see the world about them. The Universities, instead of accepting the new spirit which was swaying men's thoughts and transforming their lives, stood out against it for a full 200 years. They continued to foster classical learning, and science as such remained outside their walls. The assimilation by the Universities of scientific ideals has occurred almost entirely within the last 50 years, and the remarkable renaissance that has come about in university life during this period can scarcely be regarded as a coincidence. Nevertheless, our position as scientists in universities is not wholly secure. We are in a sense still on trial, more so perhaps abroad than in this country. In England, for example, scientific departments are, in the minds of some, still an unwelcome adjunct to the University. The Royal Society and Royal Institution wield far greater power than do all the scientific departments of Oxford and Cambridge. This will continue to be true until the scientific faculties come into their own and are accepted as an integral and necessary part of the commonwealth of learning. When this occurs the Royal Society will have served its period of usefulness and some feel that its raison d'e'tre will then be past. However, in a conservative country such as England, this may not come about for several centuries.
The growth of scientific iinstitutions outside the Universities was necessary in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries* if science were to exist at all. Now, on the other hand, we must look upon the rise of extramural organizations with the gravest concern, for, in a sense, they are a reflection upon our position within the University. The great commercial laboratories of the electrical companies, drug houses and photographic concerns were established to meet practical needs which had not been met within our walls. Ihese selfsame laboratories have begun to consider other problems and to assume an importance equal, in many cases, to corresponding scientific cfepartments in the Universities. I think this is wrong, and the only way in which we can stem the growth of such institutions is to take up the problems which they consider, and to deal with them more effectively. It is vital that we do this if our ethical traditions are to mean anything in the world at large. The great commercial laboratories will inevitably exploit scientific achievement in a way that will cast reflection upon us, and weaken our position. Though the ethical standards of the many other extramural scientific foundations are higher, one looks forward in the interests of science to the time in which they will be incorporated into the Universities. 
